FAST START

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) Fast Start:
A Fast & Cost-effective Way of Reaching Intelligent Automation Goals

ABOUT PARADIGM
An award-winning end-to-end
strategic solutions provider,
Paradigm Technology
is a leader in Digital
Transformation, working for
25 years with the Fortune
500. We enable our clients
in: Customer & Vendor
Centricity, Data Governance,
Real-time Analytics, and Cloud
Adoption. Our Data Scientists
help make sense of IoT
and Big Data to predict and
answer the hard questions to
grow revenues, reduce costs
and avoid risk. Paradigm’s
Business Transformation
practice supports this through
IT simplification, change
management and robotic
automation.

OVERVIEW
Picture the ideal employee: he works 24/7, makes zero mistakes, and saves
an organization money. What’s actually being pictured? A result of intelligent
automation - an RPA software robot.
Robotic Process Automation is the use of software robots, artificial intelligence (AI),
and machine learning to handle high-volume repeatable, rules-based enterprise
tasks that previously required a human to perform. This frees the human employee
to shift attention to more strategic and developmental activities while offering
workforce cost reduction and increased accuracy availability, and efficiency.
Paradigm can offer you RPA solutions of different sizes and complexities, including
a library of core activities, practices, and process that span multiple industries.

BUILD VALUE WITH RPA1
•
•
•

Improved Quality: Robot ‘workers’ can reduce inconsistencies to 0%
Scalability: Simple implementation and bot adjustment
Maximized Productivity: 24/7 robot availability can reduce processing
time up to 85%
Cost Reduction: Up to 80% savings on processing costs and ROI in as
little as 2 months

•

RPA FAST START PROCESS
•
•
•
•
•

Establish basic RPA constructs and high-level roadmap
Identify and prioritize two processes to be automated
Design solution for reuse of components
Catalogue list of tasks for automation with expected benefits
Create two processes (bots) and align on future process phases

THINK BIG, START SMALL, & BUILD QUICKLY
Paradigm’s stages for intelligent automation, focused on a Fast Start timeline:
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FAST START

KEY OUTCOMES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target Operating Model (TOM) template, design, and approach
Two processes identified for automation
Stand up environment for all processes
Two automated process robots
COE framework and plan for all immediate potential phases
And MORE!

IF YOU HAVE...
•
•
•
•

Processes that can’t be scaled without hiring additional human labor
Information constantly being duplicated between internal systems and business portals
A lot of simple, repetitive tasks causing human data-entry errors causing rework or exception handling
A large team to manage seasonal peaks in workload

THEN LET’S GET STARTED!

“... a truly trusted partner with us, helping not only provide the best RPA product but also providing best design and
development standard for automation success.”
- World-leading Advertising Agency Network

MEET THE EXPERT
Dennis McDonald
Vice President of Business Transformation
Dennis oversees Paradigm’s Business Transformation, IT Transformation, and Project Leadership practices. He
has a unique blend of senior Technology and Business leadership experience and is focused on developing and
growing Paradigm’s capabilities in Robotics Process Automation, IT Simplification, Program Management as a
Service (PMaaS), and Organizational Change Management (OCM).

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR FREE, NO-OBLIGATION ANALYTICS & BUSINESS ASSESSMENT
We firmly believe in going the extra mile to ensure you get the best solution and an unmatched level of service. Our noobligation consultation includes an assessment on analytics and business intelligence.
We’ll examine your current tools, how you’re applying them, and see how you can consolidate for newer technologies. We
also offer a realistic assessment of cloud computing and which of your applications can migrate.
Whether you need to scale up, scale out, or both, we’ll help you build the right infrastructure for your business needs.
Reach out to our experts today for your no-obligation consultation!
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